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Abstract: With the rapid development of the computer technology, cloud-based services have become a hot topic. Cloud based
services not only provide users with convenience, but also bring many security issues. Therefore, the study of access control scheme
to protect users' privacy in cloud environment is of great significance. In this paper, we present an access control system with
privilege separation based on privacy protection (PS-ACS).In the PS-ACS scheme, we divide the users into personal domain(PSD)
and public domain (PUD) logically. In the PSD, we set read and write access permissions for users respectively. The Key-Aggregate
Encryption (KAE) is exploited to implement there ad access permission which improves the access efficiency. A high degree of
patient privacy is guaranteed simultaneously by exploiting an Improved Attribute-based Signature (IABS) which can determine
the users’ write access. For the users of PUD, a hierarchical attribute-based encryption (HABE) is applied to avoid the issues of
single point of failure and complicated key distribution. Function and performance testing result shows that the PS-ACS scheme
can achieve privacy protection in cloud based services.

INTRODUCTION
Privacy In general privacy refers the condition or state of
hiding the presence or view. There is a need to attain this
state in the places where the confidential things are used
such as data and files. In cloud data storage the privacy is
need to attain for the data, user identity and on controls.
Violation of privacy leads to major failure in the system.
To maintain the data privacy, it is possible for a
successful deployment and usage of any service.
Privacy issues in cloud Data in the cloud data storage has
maintained at several distributed locations. CSP is the
responsible person to maintain all the data securely. If
proper security mechanism is implemented the security is
violated at the storage service. Data can be accessed only
by the person who is authorized. It is possible in this
cloud model a CSP can read the client data for his
purpose. Some competitor companies of data owner can
give some amount to the CSP and get the access for the
data. Internal workers in the CSP organization may access
the data and give it to the business people for money.
Government related data files like tender services,
investigation documents, property checks may need by
the industrialist. So the person contact the CSP and ask
for the data. CSP can give it to the person on the basis of
money or any other service. Identity of the famous person
data like, Prime Minister, world famous sportsman,
Actors personal data are accessed by the malicious
persons to do such criminal activities. The access of a
user is theft for performing some operation using their

data. Some attackers are remove the data from the
storage. Threats, malicious software are introduced to this
storage for getting access and gain knowledge about the
data. Privacy preservation Privacy deals with accessibility
and availability of sensitive information to the intended
recipients. Outsourced data accessed and modified only
by the users who are having appropriate access privileges.
Consider an organization have prepared and outsource
their data in cloud. The outsourced data contents are given
to the local administrator to place in cloud. It is
recommended to ensure that the administrator cannot
view or modify the data contents. After file outsourcing,
no one including service provider can view or modify the
contents. If service provider or local administrator is
trying to read the file contents, it must not be done.
Privacy preservation deals with the kind of security in
outsourced data. This could be ensured by using
Cryptographic techniques.
EXISTING SYSTEM:
 Data security issues brought by data sharing
have seriously hindered the development of
cloud computing, various solutions to achieve
encryption and decryption of data sharing have
been proposed.
 In 2007, Bethen court et al. first proposed the
ciphertext policy attribute-based encryption (CPABE).
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 Li et al presented data sharing scheme based on
systemic attribute encryption, which endows
different users’ different access rights. But it is
not efficient from the complexity and efficiency.
 Chen et al. proposed Key-Aggregate Encryption
algorithm, effectively shortening the length of
the ciphertext and the key, but only for the
situation where the data owner knows the user's
identity.
DISADVANTAGES OF EXISTING SYSTEM:
 The traditional access control strategy cannot
effectively solve the security problems that exist
in data sharing.
 This scheme does not consider the revocation of
access permissions.
 It can easily cause key escrow issue.
 These existing schemes only focus on one aspect
of the research, and do not have a strict uniform
standards either.

server’s signature verification without disclosing
the identity, and successfully modify the file.

ADVANTAGES OF PROPOSED SYSTEM:
 In this paper, we present a more systematic,
flexible and efficient access control scheme.
 We provide a thorough analysis of security and
complexity of our proposed PS-ACS scheme.
The functionality and simulation results provide
data security in acceptable performance impact,
and prove the feasibility of the scheme.
 The evaluation results show the high efficiency
of our scheme.

SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE:

PROPOSED SYSTEM:
 We propose a novel access control system called
PSACS,which is privilege separation based on
privacy protection.The system uses KeyAggregate Encryption (KAE) schemeand
Hierarchy Attribute-based Encryption (HABE)
scheme toimplement read access control scheme
in the PSD and PUDrespectively.
 The KAE scheme greatly improves access
efficiency and the HABE scheme largely reduces
the task of a single authority and protects the
privacy of user data.
 Compared with the MAH-ABE scheme which
does no trefer to the write access control, we
exploit an Improved Attribute-based Signature
(IABS)scheme to enforce write access control in
the PSD. In this way, the user can pass the cloud

CONCLUSION In this paper, we have proposed a
privacy-preserving data publish-subscribe service for
cloud-based platforms. Specifically, we have formulated
the problem of data publishsubscribe system on cloudbased platforms by reﬁning the security requirements.
Then, we have proposed the PDPS scheme on top of the
BP-ABE enabling the cloud server to do privacypreserving bi-policy matching on the access policy
deﬁned by data publishers and the subscription policy
deﬁned by data subscribers. We have also demonstrated
that the PDPS scheme is secure in standard model and
efﬁcient in practice. The PDPS scheme can be applied to
achieve privacypreserving data publish-subscribe service
on any cloud-based platforms. In our future work, we will
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consider other matching patterns such as inequality
matching, range matching and conjunctive matching etc.

(PKC’11). Berlin, Heidelberg: Springer-Verlag, 2011, pp.
53–70.
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